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        High-Throughput Screening: Advances, Applications and Combined Approaches





                
    In this article, we highlight various high-throughput screening strategies being used to interrogate large libraries of compounds and hear from researchers working to further streamline specific approaches to increase speed and improve quality and accuracy.
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        Invitrogen™ SuperScript™ IV UniPrime™ One-Step RT-PCR System: RNA to Amplified DNA





                
    Invitrogen SuperScript IV UniPrime One-Step RT-PCR System combines high-performance reverse transcriptase (RT) and high-fidelity DNA polymerase for accurate and efficient one-tube RT-PCR. Unique features include two-phase hot start, universal annealing, and tracking dyes
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        Ella™ Automated ELISA: Multiplexing Made Simple 





                
    Ella is a benchtop automated ELISA platform designed to deliver accurate, reproducible data with no manual steps.
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        Streamline ADC Development with Key Materials







    Fast-track your ADC journey with our comprehensive suite of high-quality materials for every stage of Antibody-Drug Conjugates development.
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    Fast-track your ADC journey with our comprehensive suite of high-quality materials for every stage of Antibody-Drug Conjugates development.
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        Unlocking the Future of Medicine: Recent Advances in Organ-on-a-Chip Technology





                
    Download this listicle to explore the use of organ-on-a-chip technology in pharmacology and toxicology and the development of multi-organ systems.
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        Backyard Insect Inspires Invisibility Devices, Next Gen Tech







    Leafhoppers, a common backyard insect, secrete and coat themselves in tiny mysterious particles that could provide both the inspiration and the instructions for next-generation technology.
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        Sea Surface Temperatures Show Evidence of Human “Fingerprint” on Climate Change








    New oceanic research provides clear evidence of a human “fingerprint” on climate change and shows that specific signals from human activities have altered the seasonal cycle amplitude of sea surface temperatures.
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        Researchers Discover the Cause of Pitting Corrosion in 3D-Printed Stainless Steel








    Like a hidden enemy, pitting corrosion attacks metal surfaces, making it difficult to detect and control. This type of corrosion, primarily caused by prolonged contact with seawater in nature, is especially problematic for naval vessels.
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        The Heat Index — How Hot It Feels — Is Rising Faster Than Temperature








    Commercial devices are available to calculate the heat index, that is, how hot it actually feels given the humidity. The algorithm used to compute the heat index breaks down under extreme conditions of temperature and humidity.
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        Deep Learning Model Predicts Breast Cancer Risk From Mammograms








    Researchers have developed a new, interpretable model to predict five-year breast cancer risk from mammograms.
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        IMiLi Aims To Address Microbial Education for All







    Our education system fails to furnish young people who will go on to be decision-makers, at home and in the workplace, with an adequate grasp of microbiology. The International Microbiology Literacy Initiative (IMiLI) is hoping to address this.
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        Reversing the Tide To Provide More Opportunity for Women in STEM








    How do we reverse the tide and break down the barriers that are impeding women and girls in STEM? Courtney Noah explores the possible solutions in this opinion piece.
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        B Cells, Memory B Cells and Plasma Cells: B Cell Activation, Development and the B Cell Receptor








    The adaptive immune system is highly specific. In this article, we focus on B cells, and discuss their development, their roles and what happens when they don’t function as they should.
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        Transformative Technologies in Vaccine Manufacturing








    Vaccines are the most cost-effective strategy to prevent and suppress global infections. This article explores innovative strategies and technologies shaping the production of vaccines, ensuring rapid development, scalability and global accessibility.
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        What Does 2024 Have in Store for Psychedelic Science?








    The hype and promise around psychedelic drug trials have accelerated legislation to liberalize access to these compounds. In this article, we delve into the pivotal events in psychedelic science that researchers in the field predict will shape the year 2024.
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        Connect the components of your lab’s qPCR system in one single, easy-to-use solution | Diomni Software





                                    
                        
    Applied Biosystems Diomni Enterprise Software is an on-premise workflow solution that connects all steps in your real-time PCR (qPCR) test development and routine testing workflows with one single ecosystem. Streamline efficiency from samples to insights. Experience one solution to power all steps in your qPCR workflow. 
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        Driving PFAS Content Below Detection Limit: Sartorius’ Lab Water System and Compliance Solutions





                                    
                        
    In this episode of Teach Me in 10, we'll explore the intricate world of per- and polyfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS).
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        What truly matters in cfDNA sample quality analysis





                                    
                        
    Learn what truly matters in cfDNA quality analysis. The Agilent Cell-free ScreenTape assay for the Agilent TapeStation systems uses the %cfDNA score to characterize HMW contamination and provides the actual cfDNA concentration. 
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        Precision Chemistry for Particles and Surfaces







    This handbook highlights innovative technologies designed to increase analyte recovery, sensitivity and reproducibility by minimizing analyte-surface interactions that can lead to sample loss.
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    The ability to visualize cells is crucial for all scientists hoping to understand cell behavior. This handbook will take you through common imaging protocols, critical notes, tips for running a successful experiment and the supplies needed for each.
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    The modern flow cytometer is able to make measurements of cells in solution as they pass by the instrument’s laser. Today’s instruments offer an increased number of detectable fluorescent parameters all measured at the same time on the same cell.
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        Ten Tips To Get You Started in Flow Cytometry








    Flow cytometry can be applied to a large range of sample types and is used in many different fields of research. This guide highlights tips that will help get any flow cytometry experiment started on the right path.
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        Your Guide to Culturing Organoids








    This guide equips researchers with a standardized approach for routine handling of organoids, including protocols that can be applied to both normal and diseased tissue from various tissue types.
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        Cell Therapy: Clinical Applications, Manufacturing and Regulation





                                    
                        
    Download this listicle to learn more about the applications of cell therapy, the regulatory landscape of cell therapy, and manufacturing and scalability challenges.
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    Researchers have become increasingly interested in battery chemistries that may one day outperform the Li-ion class. Download this listicle to learn more about evolving battery chemistries such as cobalt-free cathode materials and sodium-ion batteries.
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        How to Get Started With Spatial Biology







            
                
    This listicle presents some fundamental concepts about spatial biology and highlights innovative solutions that can help researchers accelerate their spatial biology studies.
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        Cell Therapies on Ice: Seven Trends in Cryopreservation To Enable Cell and Gene Therapy Research







            
                
    Explore the prevailing trends shaping advanced cryopreservation practices, including seven key trends that underpin effective cryopreservation and biosample management as an essential element in supporting research and cell and gene therapy.
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        Five Steps Towards the Human Cell Atlas







            
                
    The Human Cell Atlas (HCA) is an international consortium working towards the goal of creating an atlas of every cell type in the human body. Download this listicle to explore how the project is providing insights into pregnancy disorders, brain cell types and lung diseases.
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